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Problem Definition

How to effectively translate an algorithm from a distributed system model to another
one?

Distributed systems come in diverse settings, that are modeled by different
assumptions 1) on the way processes communicate, e.g., using shared memory or mes-
sages, 2) on the fault model, 3) on synchrony assumptions, etc. Each of these parameters
has a dramatic impact on the computing power of the model, and in practice, an al-
gorithm or an impossibility result is usually tailored to a particular model and cannot
be directly reused in another model.

This wide variety of models has given rise to many different impossibility the-
orems and numerous algorithms for many of the possible combinations of parameters
that characterize them. Thus, a crucial question is the following: are there bridges be-
tween some models, i.e., is it possible to transfer an impossibility result or an algorithm
from one model to another?

The Borowsky-Gafni simulation algorithm, or BG simulation, is one of the first
step towards direct translations of algorithms or impossibility results from one model
to another. The BG simulation considers distributed systems made of asynchronous
processes that communicate using a shared memory array. In a nutshell, this simulation
allows a set of t+ 1 asynchronous sequential processes, where up to t of them can stop
during their execution, to simulate any set of n ≥ t+1 processes executing an algorithm
that is designed to tolerate to up to t fail-stop failures.

The BG simulation has been used to prove solvability and unsolvability re-
sults for crash-prone asynchronous shared memory systems, paving the way for a more
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generic formal theory of reduction between problems in different models of distributed
computing.

The BG simulation algorithm is named after his authors, Elizabeth Borowsky
and Eli Gafni, that introduced it as a side tool [3] in order to generalize the impos-
sibility result of solving a weakened version of consensus, namely k-set agreement [6].
It has been later on formalized and proven correct [4, 17] using the I/O automata
formalism [18].

System model

Processes. The simulation considers a system made of up to n asynchronous sequen-
tial processes that execute a distributed algorithm to solve a given colorless decision
task, as defined below.
Failure model. Processes may fail by stopping (crash failure). The simulation assumes
that up to t processes can stop during the execution; t < n is known before the
execution, but the identity of processes that may crash is unknown to the simulation.
This model of computation is referred to as the t-resilient model. A corner case of this
model is the wait free model where t + 1 processes execute concurrently and at most t
of them may crash.
Communication. Processes communicate and coordinate using a reliable shared
memory composed of n multiple-reader single-writer registers. Each process has the
exclusive write-access to one of these n registers, and processes can read all entries by
invoking a snapshot operation, with the semantics that write and snapshot operations
appear as if they are executed atomically. While using the snapshot abstraction eases
the presentation of the algorithm, it has no impact on the power of the underlying
computing model, since the snapshot/write model can be implemented wait-free using
read/write registers [1].
Tasks A colorless task is a distributed coordination problem in which every process pi
starts with a value, communicates with other processes, and has to decide eventually
on a output value. Colorless tasks, or convergence tasks [12], are a restricted version
of tasks in which a deciding process may adopt the decision value of any process, i.e.
two participating processes may decide the same value. For more formal definitions of
tasks using tools from algebraic topology, the reader should refer to [11]
Simulation The simulation proceeds by executing concurrently, using t+ 1 simulators
s1, . . . , st+1, the code of n > t processes that collaboratively solve a distributed colorless
task. Hence, each simulator si is given the code of all simulated processes and handles
the execution of n threads.

Key Results

Simulation of memory Each one of the t + 1 simulators si executes the sequential
code of the n simulated processes pj in parallel. By assumption, every simulated code
is a sequence of instructions that are either (1) local processing, (2) a write operation
into memory or (3) a snapshot of the shared memory.

Every simulator si maintains its local view of the simulated memory for all
simulated threads. These local views are synchronized between simulators by writing
and reading (using snapshots) in a shared memory matrix array MEM that has one
column per simulated thread and one row per snapshot instance.

To ensure global consistency between simulators that simulate concurrently all
threads, operations on the memory must be coordinated between different simulators.
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This is achieved by ensuring that, for a given simulated thread, the sequence of snap-
shots of the memory as computed by all simulators is identical. As consensus cannot
be implemented wait-free, the simulation coordinates snapshots using of a weaker form
of agreement, the safe-agreement.
The safe-agreement object. Safe-agreement is the most important building block of
the simulation. First introduced as the non-blocking-busy-wait agreement protocol [3], it
has been further refined as safe-agreement, with several blocking or non-blocking/wait-
free implementations [2, 14, 11].

This weak form of agreement provides two methods to processes: propose(v) and
resolve(). A participating process that proposes a value v first calls propose(v) once,
and is then allowed to make calls to resolve(), that may return ⊥ if safe-agreement is
not resolved yet, or a value. In this later case, safe-agreement is said to be resolved
and the value returned is the decided value by the process. Formally, safe-agreement
is defined by three properties:

Termination: If no process crashes during the execution of propose(), then all processes
decide, i.e. eventually all calls to resolve() return a non-⊥ value,

Validity: All processes that decide must decide a proposed value,
Agreement: All processes that decide must decide the same value.

The specification is almost identical to the one of consensus, apart from the
weakened termination property. Safe-agreement is wait-free solvable, and thus solvable
in t-resilient systems.

The crucial point of the BG simulation lies in the termination property of safe-
agreement: if a safe-agreement protocol cannot be resolved, i.e. if no process decides,
then at least one process crashed during the call to propose(). Thus, a given safe-
agreement instance can “capture” a calling process that crashed during the propose
invocation.
Overview of the simulation The current state of the simulation and its history
is thus represented by two twin data structures: 1) the shared memory matrix MEM
contains the consecutive memory status of all simulated threads, as seen by simulators,
and 2) a matrix of safe agreement objects SafeAgreement[0..][1..n] with n columns, each
column representing the execution advancement of one of the simulated processes, as
shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Conceptual view of advancement for snapshots of all simulated process with n = 8 and t = 3

In this view, the entry at row ` and column i corresponds to the state of the `th
snapshot for simulated process pj. Hence, the “program counter” of a simulated thread
pi is the greatest row of column i that is either unresolved or resolved. In this example,
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simulations of threads p2, p4 and p6 are stopped with unresolved safe-agreement, that
are due to (at least) one simulator stuck in the associated propose() methods. Program
counters of all other threads is 9.

Each simulator si is given the code of the n threads it has to simulate, as well
as an input value of one of the threads. Conceptually, the algorithm run by simulator
si is as follows:

Algorithm 1 BG-simulation: code for a simulator sj starting with input v

1: procedure BG-simulation(v)
2: ∀i = 1..n, SafeAgreement[0][i].propose(v) . Initialization
3: loop
4: for i← 1, n do . Simulate threads in round-robin
5: `← current program counter of pi
6: snap← SafeAgreement[`][i].resolve()
7: if snap 6= ⊥ then . safe agreement is resolved
8: perform local computation using snap, write operations in local memory
9: execute write on behalf of pi in MEM[`][i]
10: if thread pi is terminated then
11: return value and stop its simulation
12: else if at least (n− t) threads have program counter ≥ ` then
13: snap← snapshot(MEM[`])
14: SafeAgreement[`+ 1][i].propose(snap)
15: end if
16: end if
17: end for
18: end loop
19: end procedure

In the simulation, each snapshot invocation is mediated through a SafeAgreement
object, lines 6 and 14. The only reason that could block the simulation of a given
thread pi is when the call to resolve, line 6, always returns ⊥. By definition of the
safe-agreement object, this situation can happen only when a simulator crashed during
the call to propose() on the same safe-agreement instance: the crash of a simulator can
block the simulation of at most one simulated thread.

Applications

The BG-simulation algorithm has been primarily used to reduce t-resilient solvability
to wait-free solvability for colorless tasks, that is tasks that are agnostic on process
identities. The initial application has been made to the k-set agreement problem, in
which all processes have to agree on a final set of values of size at most k. If k-set
agreement was solvable in a k-resilient system of n > k + 1 processes, then the BG-
simulation of this algorithm with k+1 simulators would produce a wait-free solution to
k-set agreement. Since k-set agreement is not wait-free solvable for k+ 1 processes [19,
13], it follows a contradiction.

The BG-simulation presented here only applies to colorless tasks. Gafni [8] ex-
tended further to more general classes of tasks, and provided the general characteriza-
tion of t-resilient solvable tasks, similarly to the Herlihy-Shavit conditions for wait-free
computability [13]. This extension has been also studied in [14, 16].

In order to study the relationship between wait-freedom and t-resilience, [5] uses
objects of type S in addition to read-write registers, and shows that for any t < k, t-
resilient k-process consensus can be implemented with objects of type S and registers if
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and only if wait-free (t+1)-process consensus can be implemented with objects of type
S and registers. [15] considers models equipped with registers and consensus objects,
and extends the results provided by BG simulation, showing equivalences between
models based on the ratio between the maximum number of failures and the consensus
number of consensus objects.

Chaudhuri and Reiners [7] use BG simulation to provide a characterization of
the Set Consensus Partial Order, a refinement of Herlihy’s consensus-based wait-free
hierarchy [10]; a formal definition of set consensus number and a study of associated
respective computing power has been later provided in [9].
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